
Namespaces and Scope of variables in python program 

 

Namespaces in Python 

 Concept: Namespaces are mechanisms that organize and manage names (identifiers) within 

a Python program. They act as containers that map unique names to their corresponding 

objects (variables, functions, classes, etc.). 

 Purpose: 

o Prevent naming conflicts: Namespaces ensure that different objects with the same 

name don't clash, enhancing code readability and maintainability. 

o Organize code: Namespaces help structure your code by grouping related names 

together, promoting modularity. 

 Types of Namespaces in Python: 

1. Built-in Namespace: 

 Contains names of built-in functions and objects like print(), len(), int, str, 

etc. 

 Accessible from anywhere in your program. 

 Example 

# Accessing built-in functions and objects from the built-in namespace 

print("Hello, world!")  # print() is a built-in function 

message = "This is a string"  # str is a built-in object 

2. Global Namespace: 

 Encompasses the names defined at the top level of a module or script 

(outside any functions or classes). 

 Accessible throughout the entire module or script. 

 Example: 

# Defining a variable at the top level of a module (global namespace) 

PI = 3.14159 

def calculate_area(radius): 

    return PI * radius**2  # PI is accessible from the global namespace 

 

# Using the global variable in another part of the module 

total_area = calculate_area(5) 

print(f"Total area: {total_area}") 



3. Local Namespace: 

 Associated with a function's scope. 

 Includes names defined within a function (including arguments). 

 Accessible only within the function's body. 

def greet(name): 

    greeting = f"Hello, {name}!"  # greeting is a local variable 

    print(greeting) 

 

greet("Alice")  # greeting only exists within the greet() function's local 

namespace 

4. Enclosing Namespace: 

 Introduced with nested functions. 

 Refers to the namespace of the enclosing function (the function that 

contains the nested function). 

 Nested functions can access variables from their local namespace, enclosing 

namespace, and the global namespace (if declared with global). 

def outer_function(): 

    outer_var = "Outer variable" 

 

    def inner_function(): 

        # Accessing outer_var from the enclosing namespace (outer_function()) 

        print(f"Inner function accessing: {outer_var}") 

 

    inner_function() 

 

outer_function()  # outer_var is defined in the enclosing namespace of 

inner_function() 

Variable Scope 

 Concept: Scope refers to the region in your code where you can directly access a variable by 

its name. 

 Relationship with Namespaces: The lifetime of a namespace is tied to the scope of its 

variables. When a variable's scope ends, the corresponding namespace entry becomes 

unavailable. 



 Understanding Scope Rules: Python follows a LEGB (Local, Enclosing, Global, Built-in) rule to 

determine which variable to access: 

1. Local Scope: 

 The interpreter first searches for a variable name in the current function's 

local namespace. 

 If found, that variable is used. 

2. Enclosing Scope (Nested Functions): 

 If the variable isn't found locally, the search proceeds to the enclosing 

function's namespace (if the function is nested). 

 Variables in enclosing namespaces can be accessed directly if not modified 

with global. 

3. Global Scope: 

 If not found in local or enclosing scopes, the search moves to the global 

namespace of the current module or script. 

 Variables declared with global inside functions become part of the global 

namespace. 

4. Built-in Namespace: 

 Finally, the interpreter checks the built-in namespace for names like print(), 

len(), etc. 

Key Points and Best Practices: 

 To modify a global variable from within a function, use the global keyword before assigning a 

new value. This is generally discouraged due to potential side effects and reduced 

maintainability. Consider passing global variables as arguments to functions or using 

techniques like modules and classes for better organization. 

 Local variables take precedence over global variables with the same name within the same 

scope. 

 Use meaningful variable names to avoid conflicts and enhance code clarity. 

 Prefer local variables whenever possible to improve code modularity and encapsulation. 

 Be cautious with global variables and consider alternative approaches for better code 

organization. 

By understanding namespaces and variable scope, you can write cleaner, more maintainable, and 

less error-prone Python code. 

 


